
Soft-Lite 6400 Sliding Patio Doors offer 
superb protection and energy efficiency.

 

Soft-Lite 6400 sliding patio doors provide a picture 

window view—yet are still specifically designed to 

give you excellent energy efficiency and unparalleled 

protection. 6400 Impact Doors are rigorously tested 

and rated to stringent industry DP-50* standards, so 

they’ll provide outstanding performance—even in the 

toughest conditions. Standard 6400 doors are super-

strong doors that are perfect for locations such as coastal areas, that require doors 

that keep out wind and water, but don’t need to include more costly “impact” glass. 

Standard 6400 doors achieve a DP-25 rating.

6400 patio doors are also designed to lower your home energy costs and greatly 

enhance the comfort level in your home. With a high-performance Low-E coating 

and argon gas fill, Soft-Lite 6400 doors are highly energy efficient.

These highly advanced doors provide other great benefits like greater safety and 

security, easy operation and extremely low maintenance. They offer a number of 

design options—such as various hardware finishes and colors—to enhance the 

beauty of your home, inside and out.

6400 Series
Sliding Patio Doors

Superior protection, energy 
efficiency, security, beauty 
and UV protection.

*Design Pressure, or DP, ratings are site specific, 
depending on the region in which you live. Wind 
velocity—which is simulated with both positive (exterior 
wind pushing against the home) and negative (exterior 
wind pulling away from the home) pressure—factors 
into the DP rating that a product receives, as do air 
infiltration and water test pressure levels.



12. Nylon tandem rollers make 
this door remarkably smooth 
and quiet to operate—as if on  
a carpet of velvet.
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COLOR OPTIONS

SIX INTERIOR HARDWARE  
COLORS to choose from  
give your door additional  
elegance and sophistication.

SECONDARY FOOT-
OPERATED LOCK makes your  
door even safer and more 
secure for outstanding  
resistance to intrusion.

Printed images of colors vary, so please ask your window professional to see  
actual samples. 

* Standard on 6400 impact doors only. 
** Features not visible in photograph

6400 Series Standard Features
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1.   Robotically sealed corners ensure the door panels stay square and also prevent 
water penetration and air infiltration.

2.   Expertly engineered and incredibly durable vinyl frame with multiple structural  
hollows gives this door exceptional strength and insulating properties.

3.  Three panes of glass —two of which sandwich a laminated interlayer— 
 with an advanced Low-E coating and argon gas—provide exceptional  
 energy efficiency and protection from severe weather*.

4.  Heavy-duty, reinforced door panels are extraordinarily strong to provide  
unsurpassed durability.

5.  Premium-grade multiple weather seals, unique to this door’s design, make  
the door virtually airtight to help eliminate the possibility of drafts.**

6.   Full-length interlocking panels give you optimal strength and security.**

7.   Anodized aluminum sill track helps prevent corrosion, and enables the door 
panel to glide smoothly.**

8 .   This sloped sill is both beautiful and functional. It’s a snap to clean and it is  
built to stand up to constant, everyday use.   

9.  Commercial-grade multi-point keylock hardware makes your door so strong 
and secure you can use it as your home’s main entry. Stainless steel  
hardware components will hold up to the harshest coastal conditions. 

10.  Elegantly styled handles with a stunning contour design fit the shape of  
your hand—and add a touch of class.

PERSONALIZE YOUR NEW DOOR!

You’ll appreciate knowing your Soft-Lite door was  
made exclusively for your home. Select from  
several distinctive options—and we’ll manufacture  
it to your precise specifications. 

1211. 100 percent vinyl screen 
frames feature BetterVue™ 
screens—made of durable, 
fire-retardant fiberglass 
yarns—that will give you a 
clearer view of the outdoors 
and added airflow for better 
ventilation.
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